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Chandon's  Garden Spritz is  now available. Image credit: Chandon
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LVMH-owned Chandon is expanding its global portfolio in time for summer with its new Chandon Garden Spritz.

The drink, perfect for any need ranging from an Apritif to a brunch addition, is a natural balance of bubbles, bitters
and botanicals. The new beverage is a house-made "garden liqueur" handcrafted by Chandon's winemaking team in
Argentina using locally sourced, handpicked Valencia oranges, fresh herbs and spices.

"The Chandon Garden Spritz is a natural extension of the pioneering spirit embedded in Chandon's DNA since its
founding in Argentina in 1959," said Ana Paula Bartolucci, winemaker at Chandon Argentina and creator of the
Chandon Garden Spritz, in a statement. "We spent four years studying oranges as if they were wine grapes and
finally mastered a perfectly authentic, naturally delicious spritz."

Naturally delicious 
The Garden Spritz aims to be refreshing, made from only fresh, natural ingredients. The beverage positions itself as
sophisticated yet authentic.

The drink was inspired by the Argentine fondness for bitter flavors including yerba mate and Fernet.
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The Garden Spritz is  refreshing and versatile. Image courtesy of Chandon

Its  recipe has no artificial flavors or colorants and utilizes naturally ripe oranges hand-picked from a family farm
with a blend of orange peels and botanicals. The Garden Spritz aims to be the perfect balance of bitter and sweet
with half of the sugar of a traditional spritz.

The Garden Spritz is ready to serve and share upon popping the cork and is ideally chilled over ice with a sliver of
fresh orange or sprig of rosemary.

""Chandon has a community of winemakers across Argentina, California, Brazil, Australia, China and India, making
Chandon the largest sparkling vineyard worldwide and the only domain on which the sun never sets," said Chandon
winemaker Pauline Lhote, in a statement. "We are excited to add this Argentinian-born bottle to our portfolio and
hope that the Chandon Garden Spritz opens a world of possibility for Chandon across our domains."

The Garden Spritz is the latest testament to LVMH-owned beverage brands having a busy year.

Dom Prignon and American actress and singer Lady Gaga are inviting audiences to enter the Queendom, a
universe celebrating the power of creative freedom. The multimedia international campaign features a limited-
edition sculpture, designed by the "Born This Way" singer in collaboration with Nicola Formichetti, with the creative
partnership aiming to be a source of inspiration, power and force (see story).
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